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Enough of Us

by Christina Baldwin and Ann Linnea
We’ve all had experiences of “near miss”— when the car slid on ice into the other lane, when our feet
went out from under us and we flailed for a handhold, when the tumor was benign or the cancer was
curable. We are still here because by some miraculous grace, there was no oncoming traffic, because a
handrail or tree branch steadied us, because medical science had just the right treatment and we were
fortunate enough to find and afford it. Miraculous grace. And heart-pounding terror: our bodies greasy
with an overload of adrenalin and the mind still whirling with ‘what ifs.’ We grab a nearby person in order
to make story, to say, “Did you see what almost happened? I thought I was a goner, but then…”
We are accustomed to processing these survivor tales as individuals or as communities after disaster. And
now, people across the United States are processing what it’s been like to live in a country going through
four years of “near miss” that culminated violently on January 6 with the assault on the national Capitol.
By miraculous grace members of Congress escaped without physical harm and confirmed the vote of the
people. The mob was pushed back. Honest officials refused to acquiesce to pressure and stood by the
integrity of their work. Twenty-five thousand National Guardsmen protected America’s capital city so that
democracy could have its day. Lady Gaga sang the national anthem with such fierce love that our
weaponized flag became again an honored symbol. The young poet Amanda Gorman recited her
magnificent summons to step out of the shade which had enveloped us. The President and Vice President
were inaugurated and we (81 million American voters) began to breathe again.

Wednesday afternoon, President Biden began governing the country by signing executive orders of repair
and restoration. Vice President Harris swore in three new Democratic senators. All this is reported in
mainstream media, written in major newspapers, and is viewable on networks like PBS, CNN, and MSNBC.
And all of this is misreported in far right media, conspiracy platforms, Fox News and other right-wing
broadcasting networks. The FBI is rounding up conspirators. The Congress is continuing the second
impeachment process of the ex-president. And desk by desk competent people are taking on the needs of
administering a nation. We are still in a “near miss.”
Watching the coverage of the insurrection on January 6th, there were some
people interviewed in earnest anguish, totally believing the election had been
stolen and taking to the street because “what else are we supposed to do?”
Protesting is their right; breaking and entering the Capitol building intent on
kidnapping or killing Congressional leaders is not their right. It is a crime of
treason. If their leaders had managed to overthrow the election, if far-right
representatives had prevailed in this illusion and DT remained in power, it might
be our seventy-something bodies on the street, with our faces on camera asking
“what else are we supposed to do?” (Photo of Ann and Christina showing support
for the Black Lives Matter movement last summer.)
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We — our nation, our communities, organizations, friends, and families — are still in a “near miss” of
communication. We are still in a country following two very different stories and living in two very
different realities. Yet, all of us are still trying to manage the pandemic and its impact on our lives. We are
witnessing miles-long food and relief lines and spotty vaccinations, disappearing jobs, detached education
and struggling students. Most of us are worn down —weary at best, wary at worst.
In this environment asking the question “so what am I supposed to do?” can actually be helpful if it leads
us to discovering our point of empowerment. There is always something we can contribute to the greater
good: this is our point of empowerment. Even a small gesture can have huge significance. A north
Whidbey Island woman working at the local Wendy’s hamburger franchise began last fall telling everyone
who ordered food at the drive-through, “I love you.” In the months since she has offered this phrase out
to every person who comes by, sight unseen, politics unknown, need undetermined: her point of
empowerment. She’s been saying it over 2500 times. First picked up in our local newspaper, CNN
broadcast it to the larger world.
In a world of “near misses,” kindness extended has far reaching impact. Ann has a high school friend who
bakes (delicious!) bread and mails it to classmates facing hard times. A retired nurse is heading back to
volunteer at the local vaccination center. A grandmother began reading to her second grade
granddaughter and now finds herself zooming with a half dozen additional classmates.
Among many thoughts and phrases that still ring in our minds from Inauguration Day (spent very
unusually, for us, in front of the television!) is President Biden’s belief in the people he governs: “Through
Civil War, the Great Depression, world war, 9/11, through struggle, sacrifice and setbacks, our better
angels have always prevailed. In each of these moments, enough of us, enough of us have come
together to carry all of us forward, and we can do that now.”
It is up to you and we to show up and make sure this remains true.
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